OPPORTUNITY: Denial of public protection from the public.

A MANDATE TO CONGRESSIONAL AND STATE
REPRESENTATIVES
My representatives are to recognize the public as their employer, and to require
the same of all public employees. All public employees, whether elected, appointed,
hired, or otherwise brought into public service, shall owe employee loyalty to the public.
My representatives are to do all that is necessary to deny special legal protection
to government officials for their voluntary actions, or for their failures to perform the
requirements of office. Members of the public who take harm shall be given access to
reasonable methods for correction or restitution against offending public employees as
individuals. This shall narrow official protection to acts reasonably required of
government officers and employees for the proper and effective fulfillment of their
positions; but not to voluntary exercise of public authority that might reasonably lead to
citizen harm or damage.
This legislation shall specifically include joining other public officers who
interfere with a wronged-citizen’s corrective efforts as those who cause the wrong. This
also includes those whose refusal to perform required public duties interfere with
reasonable corrective actions. They shall be recognized as accessories to any original
wrongdoing, and fully liable to the injured citizen along with the original perpetrator(s).
My representative is to provide reasonable economic and other supports for
implementation; with receipt of citizen complaints; negotiation and resolution of citizen
challenges; and support for personal suits or prosecution of public offenders as is
appropriate.
(Please circle the responses that best represent you)
I, as a citizen of the United States speaking to all my governmental Representatives,
Direct this action.

Support this action.

Do not support this action.

I, as a citizen entitled to representation ( am / am not ) willing to volunteer some of my
personal time and effort to further this cause .
Contact information: _______________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

